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Fertilizers containing a high percentage of potsh pro-

duce the largest yields and best quality of

Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats,
- and all winter crops.

Send for our pamphlets on the use of potash on the farm. They are sent free.

It will cost you nothing to read them, and they wilil save you dollars. Address,
GERMAN KALI WORKS, 93 Nassau Street, New York,

To Unpaid Subscibers.
Knowing that it is not always convenient for our members

to renew in time for our Annual Plant Distribution, and that
some may prefer a book, we offer the following inducements for

renewals :
i. Subscribers paying $1 for one year's membership of our

Association are entitled to receive-

(a) The Journal for one year.

(b) A bound copy of the Annual Report, containing also
the First Annual Report of the Fruit Experiment Stations. and
the Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario, and either

(c) One plant, " Golden Bell" Abutilon, or

(d) A copy of Terry's A B C of Strawberry Culture.

2. Subscribers paying $2 for two years' nembership are
entitled to receive (a) and (b) and

(e) The binding of any volume of the Canadian Horticul-
turist.

Or for an extra 25c. a copy of Prof. Bailey's Horticulturists'
Rule Book, revised edition ; a perfect encyclopedia of informa-
tion for the practical fruit grower. This book is not given as a
premium for one year's subscription.

Address: L. WOOLVERTON, Sec. Ontario Fruit Growers' Association,
GRIMSBY, ONT.

YOUR
Poultry may be neglected, that le your fault, and your
loue. Your

GRANDMOTH ER'S
ideas will not suit modern methode, however good these
Ideas might have been, they are

OL D
now, and out of date. Ererthing connected with poul-
try is fully explained in the Canadian Poultry Review,

oronto, a large monthly magazine. sent at one dollr
per year, or to two new subseribers for Sl50, A free
sample copy will be sent our readers on addressing a
postal card to the pubRLsher, H. B. Dox .VAN. The
Aeeiew i nearning its nineteenth year. Get rid of your
old

ROOSTER
and buy a young thoroughbred to grade up your Rock

A COOP VASE PLANT.

An excelant plant for a large vase in the
centre of a bay window is a Yucca formosa.
This variety does not grow tall, and therefore
will not obstruct -the entrance of light, as
some tall-growing varieties of this class of
plants would. It has foliage of a pea-green
color, each leaf being about an inch in width
and two feet long, and these are produced so
thickly on the short, stout stalk that a well
grown specimen is a perfect mass of foliage,
reaching out in all directions about the plant.
It is valuable for house culture because it is 8o
well able to withstand the effects of dry air,
gas and heat.-VICK's MAAziNuE for Docem-
ber.
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THE WHITESMITH GOOSEBERRY.

RUIT growers are too apt to copy after each other. One
is successful in making money out of a certain fruit, and
immediately all plant largely of that one fruit, and so over-
stock the market. The wisest plan is plant a little out of
the popular line, and better profits are likely to result.
The gooseberry, for example, has not yet been very largely
planted for market in Ontario; and yet, where land is
suitable for growing the flner kinds, there is money in
growing it. A high and dry land, a mixture of clay
and sand, highly fertilized, will grow gooseberries to the
greatest perfection, and often quite free from mildew, as

witness those grown by Mr. Morton, at Brampton, or by Mr. Spillett, at Nantyre.
Even the English varieties may now be grown nearly mildew-free by the faithful
use of the Bordeaux mixture, and if such fine English sorts as the Whitesmith
and Crown Bob, why plant the smaller varieties ?

In our report of (892, page 61, Mr. Thos. Beall, who has had considerable
experience with this fruit, named as the three most profitable varieties, the
Whitesmith, Pearl and Downing. We think he might well omit the Downing,
for the Pearl is of the same character, often indistinguishable, except that it is a
trifle larger and more productive. He further thought the gooseberry one of
the most profitable fruits grown in Canada. Mr. T. H. Race, of Mitchell, Ont.,
on the same occasion, placed Whitesmith at the head of the list for profit. This

gentleman has in his garden about 200 bushes of this variety, and is not troubled
with mildew. His soil is clay loam, enriched with wood ashes.
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At Maplehurst, on sandy loam, this variety has mildewed badly, but for
two years past we have controlled it by spraying with the Bordeaux mixture.
Mr. Brodie, of Montreal, says in our report of 1888, page 92, that the Whitesmith
is the principal variety grown for market about Montreal, but a Mr. Mathewson
of that vicinity stated that on light, dry soil it had failed with him. The average
yield of a goosberry plant is placed by several growers at from 12 to 14 quarts,
and the average price 6 cents a quart.

The iVhiesmith is described as large, roundish oval ; color, yellowish
white ; skin, slightly downy ; of first quality. The berries shown in our colored
plate are larger than the average as grown in Ontario.

Do not Cut Asparagus.-There is no need of it. It is economy not to
do so. The bed should be gone over every day and all shoots that are four
inches above the surface the soil should be broken off. If allowed to grow
taller than that, it means only so much waste. We wish only the tender, edible

part. The white portion is not edible. Why, then, use a knife ? why wait until
the old, white portion of the stem has made a growth of several inches above
the soil ? The white part takes as much food from the soil as do the tender,
green tips. If, then, we permit the shoots to grow six inches or more above
the soit, we make a needless demand upon the vitality of the roots and the food
of the soil, merely to collect a waste, worthless product.

The green, tender parts of asparagus should not be sent to market in
bunches at all, but should be sold by the pound as fresh mushrooms are sold.
If the writer of these notes lived in a village, or even in a city, and owned or
controlled a " yard " as large as 25 x 100 feet, a portion-if but 25 X 10 feet-
would be devoted to an asparagus bed. The plants themselves are beautifully
feathery and graceful and may be used for boquets or masses of green,as well
as the " ornanental " asparagtus plumosus or tenuissimus.

Growing Aquatics.-Once upon a time the writer of this paragraph was
invited to a nursery celebrated for its large business in connection with the
growing of water plants, or, as they are commonly called, aquatics. As the
locality was far away from lakes or ponds, much curiosity was felt as to how the
large quantity of plants was cared for. It was found that nearly everything was
being raised in old kegs or barrels, sunk deep into the earth, and where water
could be led into them by a hose or other methods, The hint may be taken
advantage of by those who read of the beauty of aquatics, but do not have
lakes or ponds of their own to grow them in. Old paint kegs, or any vessels
that will hold water, can be buried partly in the earth, filled with water, and
seeds sown, or young plants planted in mud placed at the bottom of the water.
Many of the smaller kinds of water plants can be grown in this way without any
serious difficulty. The vessels need not be water-tight.-Meehans' Monthly
for July.
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THE CHERRY SEASON AT MAPLEHURST.

T is not often we have such fine cherries as we have just harvested.
Usually the cherry rot, Monilia fructigena, is very prevalent in

Ontario cherry orchards, and destroys a large part of the crop.
Some of our best varieties for market are very subject to this

i bidisease, and alniost the whole crop is destroyed by it in wet
seasons ; but this year, owing no doubt to the dry weather, our
cherry crop at Maplehurst was an excellent one. There was
scarcely a trace of rot, and, though badly thinned by the frosts,

yet every cherry that escaped grew to perfection.

If, by the use of Bordeaux mixture, we could succeed in producing fruit as

clean as that of this present season, there is no reason we should not succeed
in cherry growing and shipping quite as well as our California cousins; besides

having nuch nearer markets. In our cities we see California cherries in per-

fect condition, evidently the result of the dry climate of that country.

The first really good cherry of the season with us is the Governor Vood.

Truc, we have Early Purple preceding it about a week or so ; but it is not a

meaty cherry, and is nearly always eaten by birds, before it can be harvested.

The Governor Wood, on the other hand, is not so subject to the ravages of the

birds, is a delicious white-heart cherry of the best quality. This year it began

ripening about the 16th of June and continued until about the 26th.

It is a productive variety, also; one tree, this season, yielded seventy-two

quarts, and that might be looked upon as about half

a full crop, for about half was destroyed by the frost.

The tree of course is a full grown one, being about

years planted. The variety originated in Ohio

There are several other varieties of white cherries

ripening about with the Governor Wood, which we

will speak of more fully some other time, e.g., the

Rockport, American Amber, Coe's Transparent, and

Elton. The latter is a particularly fine flavored white-

heart cherry, of great value for canning, except for

its soft flesh, and its tendency to rot in wet seasons.

The Blach Tartarian is the most prominent of

our black-heart cherries, and although of Russian

and West Asian origin, introduced into England

about one hundred years ago, succeeds admirably

in the Niagara peninsula. The fruit is of tender

flesh, dark colored and juicy, of large size, rich

flavored and delicious. Birds as well as men, have FIG. 805.

a special preference for this cherry, and its tender GOVERNOR WOOD.
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flesh especially invites the former. Therefore, in order
to secure the crop, we find it necessary to begin
harvesting them on the green side. The picking
fo this cherry began with us this year on June 22nd,
and the fruit not picked hung until the"3oth.

The Tartarian cannot be called a heavy bearer,
because the fruit does not grow n such clusters as
that of some other varieties, but the large size to a
certain extent makes up for the number in cluster.
One thirty year old tree at M1aplehurst this season
yielded about fifty-five quarts, in spite of the frost.

Of other black-heart cherries, we will briefly refer
to the Knig/zt's Early Black, whiclh ripens a few days
in advance of the Tartarian. The fruit is not quite

so long and a little more obtuse heart-shaped ; it is a
little more even in outline, otherwise it much re-
sembles the latter variety.

Fit;. 816. The fruit is inclined to grow singly, and this makes
BLACK TARTARIAN. the gathering rather slow ; besides, it is less produc-

tive than the Tartarian. A full grown tree at Maple-
hurst yielded about thirty quarts in 1895, and this may be called a full crop.

The B/ack Eage succeeds the Tartarian, beginning to ripen this season
about the 28th of June. It is also a delicious heart cherry, if anything srnaller
than the Knight's Early Black. The fruit is grown in somewhat sparse clusters,
and the tree is only moderately productive, our large trees giving about forty

F1o. 807. Fxo. 808.

KNIouT's EARJ.y BLAcK. A BRANcH OF THE BLACK EAGLE
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quarts each. The little photograph will show the clusters on a branch of this
variety.

Of the Bigarreau cherries, the leading variety for productiveness is the
Napoleon Bigarreau, a branch of which, as grown this year at Maplehurst, we
have photographed to accormpany this article. 'Tbis is no exceptional branch,
for it is the habit of this variety to load in great clustets, a great advantage in
harvesting, provided the fruit is free from rot. This variety is unfortunately
very, subject to this disease, and sometimes almost the whole crop is destroyed
by it. Otherwise this is the most productive of all varieties, a hundred quarts
being a very ordinary yield from a full grown tree. We add an outline of the
cherry in order to show the exact size. The skin is white, well shaded with
light red, and the flesh is very firm. It is one of the largest of cherries, and
altogether well fitted for the commercial cherry orchard.

The Yellow Spanish, is another magnificent variety, often exceeding
in size even the Napoleon, especially when the crop is light, as indeed it

Fio. 809.-NAPLEON BIGARREAU.
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it too often is. It too is sadly
subject to rot. In the year
1894 we did not gather a
single basket, from this cause;
every cherry rotted before
ripening. This year, however,
the case was wholly different,
and it exceeded ail past re-
cords of productiveness. One
fine old tree yielded 132 quarts
of the finest sample of cher-
ries, and here again we have
brought our camera into use,
to show our readers a branch

Fi. 810. from this very tree, and the
NAPOLEON BIGARREAU. beautiful clusters of large sized Fia . 811.

fruit. The skin of this cherry is yellowish white, with deep YELLOw SPANISH.

red blush, and the flesh firm, and also yellowish in color.
This variety is the favorite one at iMaplehurst for canning for home use.

It began ripening this year about July ist. We add an outline in order to give
a more correct idea of
the size as grown with
us in 1895.

Of this same Bigar-
reau, or firm fleshed

type, we have two excel-
lent black cherries ri-

pening late in the sea-
son, viz., the Trades-

cant's Black Heart, an
old and well known
European variety, of
dark purple skin and ,
firm flesh and good 0
quality. It is a very
productive cherry, and
one that carries well to
market. The other is
the Windsor, a new va-
riety of Canadian origin,
which is rapidly gaining
favor with planters as
an excellent late black
cherry. The tree of this Fio. 812.-A BRANCH OF THE YELLOW SPAN ISH,
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variety at Maplehurst is only three years planted. It is evidently a strong,

vigorous grower, and quite productive.

The cherry is obtuse, heart-shaped ; dark red in color, and the flesh quite

as firrm as that of Tradescant's Black Heart. The quality seems excellent for all

purposes. It ripens on the 5rh of July, and hangs on the tree until the 13 th.

Cherries picked and left in the house keep without change two or three days.

The fruit is borne in clusters, which are very easy te gather.

Fiu. 813. -MO»TMIRENCY (L.nRE).

Of the Morello cherries, we have noted particularly the behaviour of the

Early Richnond and the Wragg this season. After reading so much in Nursery-

man's catalogues of Kentish, Early Richmond and Montmorency Ordinrire, it was

rather a surprise, after fruiting them al], to find them one and the same cherry,

with possibly a few slight variations where reproduced from the seeds. Suppose we

call them all Early Richmond, would it not be better tor all concerned ? There

is also the Late Kentish, which differs chiefly in time of ripening, and which is

well known throughout the country as the Common Red, or, Late Pie cherry.

The Early Richmond is a valuable cherry for pies and for canning. The

tree is hardy and may be grown much farther north than the Heart and Bigarreau
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cherries above mentioned, besides it is a profitable fruit to grow for market.
One difficulty attends it wherever grown, and that is its susceptibility to black
knot.

Fiu. 814.-WRAGG CURRY.

There is also a large fruited Montmorency offered for sale, which seems to
be larger and later than Early Richmond. The accompanying photograph of a
branch from a young tree at Maplehurst, three years planted, vill show the
fruiting habit of this very promising variety.

Fxo. 815.-FANCY PACKAGE OF VELLow SPANISII CIERRIES.
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The Wragg trees have been planted five years, and are this year heavily,
laden with fruit. This variety has no very great ment to commend it that we
can see, for the tree is scarcely as thrifty as the Late Kentish, and the fruit is no
better, if as good. Possibly it is hardier, and possibly more productive; cer-
tainly this season it does outbear that variety.

The color is a darker red than the Kentish, and the flavor scarcely as good.
A small cluster is shown in the accompanying photogravure.

The harvesting of the cherry crop is not so great a difficulty as many
imagine. A good man will easily gather fifty quarts a day, and with some
varieties, such as the Napoleon, he will gather one hundred quarts, or more.
The usual cost of picking cherries, therefore, is from i 12 cents to 2 cents per
quart.

They are usually packed in six or eight quart baskets, but this season we
packed the finest in a more fancy package, viz., in boxes with sliding covers,
holding about three quarts each. The cherries were packed from the bottom,
paper of a suitable color being first laid against the lid. The cherries are
rowed neatly against the top, and the box turned over and bottomed.

The accompanying engraving shows one of these boxes packed, and the
sliding cover removed, standing upon others closed. These are crated---six in
a crate-and find ready sale at fancy prices.

The Peach Tree Aphis.-The peach tree aphis, a species of plant lice,
has, in many instances, seriously injured the peach seedlings in the nursery rows
and one and two-year*old trees in the orchards. It is seldom that they cause
serious injury to the older trees. This aphis is a small, dark brown or black, soft-
bodied insect, about one-twentieth of an inch in length, and has a beak through
which it sucks its food. A few of them, the males, are provided with wings, but
the greater number are wingless. They feed upon the juice of the tree, and can
frequently be found in large numbers upon the under side of the limbs all through
the winter season. As soon as the tender leaves begin to unfold in the early
spring, they concentrate their attacks upon them, and very often entirely des-
troy the first that appear, thereby greatly injuring the growth of the young trees.
I have successfully destroyed these plant lice by spraying infected trees with a
decoction of tobacco water, made by steeping i lb. of tobacco in 3 gallons of
water. The stems of the tobacco may be used for this purpose. The kerosene
emulsion has also proved effectual. This is made by dissolving i lb. of hard
soap in one gallon of boiling water. After removing from the fire add i gallon
of kerosene oil. Pump this mixture through a force pump back into the saine
vessel until it assumes a thick creamy consistency. This mixture must be diluted
with 13 gallons of water before using. These plant lice are seldom found upon
the limbs of the trees in the summer, as they migrate to the roots where they
renain during the hot season, returning to the limbs during the early fall and

winter months.-M. H. BECKWITH, Delaware Experiment Station.
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CULTIVATING THE ORCHARD.

GREAT many oppose the idea of cultivating an orchard after the

trees are once set out. There is an idea that cultivation will

injure the roots of the trees and so disturb them that more

harm than good will result. I presume that from this idea has

developed the general practice of neglecting the orchard entirely.

No manure, no trimming, no budding or grafting. no pruning,

and no spraying. The trees are left to take care of themselves, and the result

is plain to all. Fruit growing is said to be a failure. It is all right to raise

enough for home use, but there is no money in it.

An orchard needs just as much attention, in one sense, as a field of wheat

or corn. The trees need spraying, thinning out, trimming, pruning, manuring,

and cultivating. But the exact meaning(of cultivation should be understood

before anything else is said. There is no doubt about it that by loosening the

soi around any plant and cultivating it with plow, harrow and hoe, we greatly

hasten and stimulate its growth. Those who do not believe in cultivating the

orchard claim that a good grass sod cut off smoothly keeps the soil cool and

moist, strengthens the vitality of the trees, and makes them very long lived.

Crops grown between the rows of trees rob the soil of nutriment that should go

to the trees, and is consequently very injurlous.

All of this may be granted, but that does not include the meaning of the

tern " cultivation of the orchard." Cultivation of crops in the orchard is very

different, but sometimes more than this is required. We need to cultivate the

crops and the orchard. Sufficient manure should be applied to satisfy both the

needs of the trees and the plants between them Then good stirring of the

soil and cropping of the plants will not injure the trees, but will make them

grow faster and surer.
As to the question of injuring the trees with the plow and harrow, it may be

said that these implements should not be brought so close to the trunks as to be

able to touch the roots. Never let the soil get so hard and baked that the hoe

will not be able to turn up the soil with a little hard labor. Use the plow as

close to the trees as the outside limit of the limbs. The roots generally run just

so far, and no injury can be done by plowing up the soil to that limit. Then

use the small hand cultivator, spade or hoe. The soil can easily be turned over

in this way around the trees, and if kept very mellow it will be no greater work

to cultivate the trees than the cora or vegetables. Apply the manure inside of

the root circumference, and work it in well with the hoe or spade--Rural

Canadian.
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THE QUALITY OF APPLES.

0 be successful in fruit growing, more attention must be given to

secure fruit of high quality. If only first-class fruit be offered for

sale, the demand for it will be enormously increased. Quantity
has been too long the chief aim of growers. The inferior varieties,

that yield more largely, have taken the place of those of finer

- quality, which were shy bearers. This has been especially true of

apples. Color has, however, counted as an important factor, and the red varie-

ties, though sometimes inferior, have been in better demand than varieties supe-

rior for cooking or eating, that lacked color. Most people like a Greening

apple better than a Baldwin, but because the latter has color and is quite as

productive, it has had the preference. The Fall Pippin and Swaar are even

better than the Greening in quality, but they are shy bearers and cannot be

grown with profit without high culture and manuring. The Spitzenberg has

good color, but is not a strong-growing tree and is a poor bearer, and is now

not largely grown for market. One reason for defective yields and poor quality

of apples is, we believe, the decrease of mineral fertilizers in the soil. The

stronger and more vigorous growth of the Baldwin and Greening trees enabled

their roots to gather more potash, phosphate, and other material for perfecting

the fruit. But within two or three years these varieties, especially the Baldwins,

have proven less reliable to produce a crop than they used to be. On the other

hand, trees of the Spitzenberg variety, which were liberally manured with wood

ashes and phosphate, maintained a healthy dark green foliage until fall and

ripened large and fincly-colored fruit. The deficiency of mineral manures is

seen first in the foliage, which is easily injured by blight. Of course, wherever

the foliage is destroyed, the fruit is poor or fails entirely.

WNe believe there is profit for farmers in New England in paying more

attention to fruit growing, not merely apples but pears, plums and the smaller

fruits, where there is a near market. The aim should be to grow the very best

quality and depend on this to secure a paying price. The pears grown near

Boston have the reputation of being the best quality grown anywhere. But if

due care is given to selecting the best varieties and manuring liberally with

mineral fertilizers, other localities can doubtless produce as good pears as any

grown in this vicinity. The pear is a fruit which requires a good supply of

phosphate. It also requires better cultivation than is usually given to apples.

The pear orchard should be cultivated every year, because it is unsafe to apply

the large amount of stable manure to pear trees when in grass that is needed to

keep them thrifty. We can keep an apple orchard in grass ani top-dress it

heavily enough to offset this drain on the soil.-Country Gentleman.
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COMMERCIAL GRAPE GROWING.

RAPE growing is no exception to the rule that every indus-
try, as it develops, is continually changing. If it is profit-
able, strong competition comes in, and then new and

cheaper methods must be adopted. A few years ago
grapes were grown in many sections and shipped to market
without any particular system. This haphazard practice

is still carried on in some localities, but at no profit to t he producer. In 1890

grapes netted the grower 24c. per 8-lb. basket. In 1894 12 2 c. per basket was
the average, and future prices will, in al probability, be even lower. It is,
therefore, essential that perfect system and close attention to details be observed,
otherwise the business will be a losing one. A vineyard must be located on
high ground, free from spring frost, or a single night may destroy a year's pros-
pects. The soil must be productive, or the yield will not be sufficient to pay
expenses. On poor, sandy soils, barnyard manure has been used with good
results, especially when applied in connection with wood ashes. Let the sys-
ten of pruning and training be the simplest and most inexpensive. Other fruits
are self-supporting ; but the grape must have its trellis, which, even with cheap
wire and posts, is the most costly item in the vineyard. The old plan of spur
pruning must be abandoned. It leaves too much wood, and the fruit is a mass
of imperfect clusters, which frequently fail to ripen properly. The Kniffen sys-
tem, of four horizontal canes of the previous year's growth, has proved the most
successful and is being universally adopted. Under this system the clusters are
of good size and seldom fail to ripen properly. Pruning can be done more
rapidly, workmen " catch on " to this method more readily and are less likely to
destroy the usefulness of a vine by carelessness.

Regular and systematic cultivation is most essential to success. During
spring and early summer, if a spell of wet weather comes on, the vines must be
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture to prevent rot and anthracnose. It is always a

good plan to spray before the buds start in spring, as this prevents mischief later
on. To start a vineyard new, each acre will require the following expendi-
ture

6oo vines, set 8 x 9 feet ........................ $6 oo
Plowing, fltting and setting...................... 6 oo
Cultivating and hoeing, 1st year ....... ......... 5 oo
Pruning (cutting back to 2 buds) ................ . 50
Cultivating and hoeing, 2nd year ................ 7 50
Pruning to one cane (3 to 5 feet long) ............. 1 o
300 posts ..................................... 15 OC
350 lbs. wire (No. i)...... .................. ... 7 oo
Setting posts, wiring and tying. ................... 12 OC
Cultivation and hoeing, 3rd year ................. 10 oo

$70 00
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Add to this the value of land, with interest and taxes, and you have the
cost at three years. Under favorable conditions the crop the third year will
pay the cost of cultivation and harvesting. With the vineyard in full bearing,
a crop of 6oo baskets per acre would be worth, at 12½•c. per basket, $75.
Expenses out: baskets, $12 ; picking, packing, etc., $15 ; pruning, cultivation,
spraying, repairs, etc., $3o ; leaving $18 per acre profit. ThelConcord seems
to be the only variety that will sell in unlimited quantities. Other varieties are
wanted only in a small way.-American Agriculturist.

HEALTHFULNESS OF FRUIT.
-F English people would only realize the immense importance and value

of fruit as an article of diet in the early morning, we should find its
appearance far more on the ordinary breakfast table, says the London
Family Doctor. Of its healthfulness at this period of the day there
can be no cloubt whatever, and more fruit and less animal food would
undoubtedly conduce to a much healthier condition of the body. In

the morning there is an acid state of the secretions, and nothing is so well cal-
culated to correct this as subacid fruits, such as peaches, apples and pears.
The apple is one.of the best fruits; oranges also are generally acceptable to
most people, but the juice alone should be taken and not the pulp, and the
same may be said of lemons and pomegranates. Tomatoes act on the liver
and bowels, and strawberries, figs, raspberries, currants and blackberries may be
classed among the best foods and medicines. The sugar in them is nutritious,
the acid is cooling and purifying, and the seeds are laxative.

Fruits are the natural correctives for disordered digestion, but the way iin
which many persons eat them converts them into a curse rather than a blessing.
Instead of being taken on an empty stomach, or in combination with simple
grain preparations such as bread, they are frequently eaten with oily foods, or
they are taken at the end of the meal, after the stomach is already full, and
perhaps the whole mass of food washed down with tea, coffee, or other liquid.
Fruits to do their best work should be eaten on an empty stomach or simply
with bread-never with vegetables. In the morning, before the fast of the
night has been broken, they are not only exceedingly refreshing, but they serve
as a natural stimulus to the digestive organs. And to produce their fullest,
finest effect, they should be ripe, sound, and of good quality. In our climate
fresh fruit should constitute not the finishing but the beginning of the meal,
particularly the breakfast, for at least six months of the year. The good effects
that would follow the abundant use of fruits are often more than counterbal-
anced by the pernicious habit of saturating them with sugar. Very few fruits,
if thoroughly ripe and at their best, require any sugar, particularly if eaten in
the raw state; but it is unfortunately a fact, that what is intended and prepared
for us as a great good in the matter of diet, should be transformed into exactly
the reverse.
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FALL PLANTING.

HE soil for strawberries should always be rich, and

this is especially necesaary for fall-set plants, as

they can not send their roots to a great distance

in search of food in the short time in which they

have to grow. Old, well decomposed stable

manure is excellent, and plenty of it should be

used. It is well to apply it after the land is

/ \plowed, and then harrow it until the horses have

stepped on every square foot. If the bed be

small, the manure can be worked in with the hoe.

If commercial fertilizer is to be used-I always depend on it-it may be scat-

tered on the surface near the plants as soon as they are set. If bone dust be

used, it may be raked into the surface before planting. The soil should be

made firm before the plants are set. This will insure their bearing, and will

help keep them from being thrown out by the frost. If one is planting a large

patch, which is seldom done in the fall, it is well to roll the soil. This not only

mokes the bed firm and smooth, but also enables one to see just where the

surface is, and to set the plants at the proper depth. In planting a small bed

my plan is to stretch the line where the row is to be and spat it down with the

back of a spade. This gives a smooth surface with the impression of the line

for a guide. If the soil be dry, I cover the surface around the plants with a

mulch of some kind, and give one thorough watering. An excellent plan is to

cut some grass when it is short and green, and scatter it ail over the plants.

This gives them shade just when they need it, and as the grass dries up they

become strong enough to do without shade. If one is using potted plants it is

a good way to have the beds prepared some days in advance, and the hole made

for each plant. The holes may be filled several times with liquid manure which

will soak into the soil and leave it in fine condition for the plants. In using

layers it is a good plan to set them temporarily in loamy soil where they can be

watered and shaded for a week. Then after a good watering they can be taken

up with the soil adhering. These are as good as potted plants. If one wants

potted plants without paying heavy express charges, he can accomplish it by

buying layers and potting them as soon as received. They should then be

placed where they can be watered and shaded as they need, until the roots

reach the spot. Three-inch pots are large enough. If the roots are too long,

they may be shortened. This method insures the plants against receiving any

check in transplanting, which alone is enough to commend it. After plants are

set they should be hoed so frequently that no crust can form on the surface, nor

any weeds grow. It is a wise precaution to give fall-set plants winter protec-
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tion. There is so much bare ground between thern that they are liable to be
heaved out. On sandy or gravely soil where the drainage is good, there is no

danger. Even on clay soil, the danger is diminished by having good surface
drainage, and the soli well firmed ; and also by setting the plants early enough

so that they may become well established before freezing weather cornes -M.
CRAWFORD, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.

BELIEVE that autumn is a favorable time for transplanting
Conifers. I miay add that when the conditions are favorable,

lAugust is a better month than September, and the last half
S' of July is, quite as good as August, since nearly all Conifers

finish their season's growth before the 4th of July. My first
experiment in summer transplanting was made more than

k thirty years ago. At that time many writers were stating in
the agricultural papers that June was the best month for

transplanting evergreens, and even Henry Ward Beecher

vrote an account of his success in transplanting at that time, although June is

the worst month in the season, as Conifers are then naking their nost vigorous

growth. We bedded out more than fifty thousand Pines, Firs and Spruces,
beginning on the 5th of July and ending on the 25th of September, during

which period we planted every day except Sundays. Each planter had a tin

pan in which the trees stood in a puddle while he was making a trench. We

placed a few branches with the leaves on around the beds so as to give the

young trees a partial shade, but at the end of four days these branches were

removed to the new plantings, and we found that the first plantings were throw-

ing out new roots. Of ail the trees transplanted we did not lose five per cent.,

except of the Pines, which were transplanted in September, and not one of the

Pines which were planted after the middle of September survived the winter.

Experience confirms what one would naturally suppose, that planting trees in

full foliage late in autumn must be unsafe, for after the ground is cold, and the

air is cold they will not throw out roots to supply the moisture which evaporates

from the leaves. The trees we planted in July and August looked, on the

following autumn, like trees which had been transplanted two years. We find

littie loss in transplanting Conifers of medium size in summer or early autumn,
but our experience teaches that it is not advisable to ship Conifers when there

is danger of hot or drying weather, with the chances of delay in transit and

neglect at their destination.

I am satisfied by long experience that the safest period for transplanting

Conifers is that from the time when the ground is settled in spring until the

tree begins to make new growth -RpBERT DOUGLAS, Waukegan, Ill.
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COLD STORAGE FOR FRUITS.

N fruit growing, as in everything else, writes Judge Sitzel in the

Philadelphia Ledger, no one can expect to succeed who does not

take an interest in his business. The future of fruit groving in

this country is undoubtedly bright, and while there nay not be a
fortune for everybody, there is pleasure, at least, for ail who

embark in the pursuit. One of the most important adjuncts in

the raising of fruits is the cold-storage house, by means of which fruit can be

kept and put on the market when it will command the best prices. The selling

period can also be prolonged. On any well-managed fruit farm the cost of such

a plant vill soon be made from the profit. I have inspected houses that cost

from $300 to $7,ooo, and as a rule the small houses are not a success. Some

years ago I had drawings prepared for one that cost $100, and the other $7,000.

The larger had a capacity of about 3,ooo barrels. Of this, the outside dimen -

sion was 40 x 55 feet ; the outer wall two feet deep and lined with cement.

Next to this was an air space of seven inches, and inside of this a charcoal lin-

ing of four inches. The storing room was divided into six departments entered

from the vestibule, through which entrance was made by the outside. These

doors were always kept carefully closed to prevent a sudden change of air.

Spouting was arranged between the joists to carry off the water from the melting

ice. There was no ventilation in the storage-room, except what was admltted

through the entrance doors. The ice chambers had two large venti-

lators in the roof. The ice was covered with corn fooder, or similar substance,

for protection. In the construction of fruit houses it is essential to build them

strong. I have found that unripe berries can be preserved in their natural state

a long time in jars filled with dry sand and sawdust, and placed in the ground

at a depth that would give an equal temperature. An evenly cold tempera-

turc is a reliable preventive of decay in fruit and to this is due the success of

the fruit house. If pears are properly handled and put in the fruit house until

the market is hare of those varieties, twice the money can be made. The sane

with vegetable aud stone fruit. The temperature of a well-constructed fruit house

and can be kept between 32 degrees and 40 degrees.

What is true of cold storage of fruits may be said about cold storage for

vegetable, and milk products, as well as fresh meats. We believe that if the

farmers, of a township for instance, would unite in building a farmers' cold-

storage house, wherein butter and fresh meats could be stored, that it would

prove such a success that the system would immediately become popular

throughout the entire country. By this system, there would be no need of

rushing butter or vegetables upon the market when there was a glut, but they

could be held in cold storage until such a time when they could be sold to the

best advantage. -Prairie Farmer.
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EXPERIMENTAL FRUIT SHIPMENTS.

EAR by year it becomes more evideit that Ontario is able to pro-

duce a larger quantity of certain varieties of fruit than our markets

are able to consume to the profit of the grower. Especially is this

the case with the grape, which has recently been sold at a very low

price in our markets. The profit upon grapes when at a cent a

pound is very small, but unless some outlet opens, these low prices

seem likely to rule in future for such productive varieties of ordinary

quality as the Concord. Experimental shipments of grapes were made some

years ago to Great Britain, by some Canadian fruit growers, but the result on

that occasion was not very satisfactory, the net returns not averaging as good a

rice as could have been obtained at home. It would appear that the taste of

te English consumers has been accustomed to grapes grown in hothouses or

under the sunny skies of France or Spain, where a different class of grapes can

be successfully grown from those which we ripen in Canada. On this account

buyeîs hesitate to invest in such a distinct article from anything they have hitherto

handled.
We believe, however, that could the British public learn to appreciate the

refreshing and agreeable nature of our Canadian grapes, there would be a demand

for all the grapes we could produce, providing we could place them in their

markets in first-class condition without too great an expense. With this object

in view, the Dominion government has been several times approached by repre-

sentatives of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, asking for legislation

favorable to this end. Prof. John Craig, of the Central Experimental Farm,

Ottawa, also before a committee of the House, spoke favorably of the advantages

to Canadia fruit groweiS of openilg up the British markets to our tender

fruits. 
Being somewhat encouraged, and hoping for success, the fruit growers of

the Niagara district raised by subscription a sufficient amount of money to send

a delegate, namely, Mr. E. 1). Smith, of Winona, to place before the Dominion

goveremet te wshes of the growers. The Niagara District Fruit Growers'

Stock Co. sent a delegate, namely, Mr. ). J. McKinnon, of Grimsby, and the

Fruit Growes' Associatio of Ontario sent their president Mr. M. Pettit,

Winona. These delegates were received kindly, and they were assured of free

cold tntorage on board certain steamers for a number of trial shipments of fruit,

similar to that provided for butter. A grant of $2o,ooo had been appropriated

by the Dominion for the purpose of providing cold storage accommodation for

butter, but te Minister of Agriculture promised that he will prepare compart-

bents of the sane kind for fruits, in order to make the experiments satisfactory.

The important thing now will be for Canadian growers to select some fine

shipments of first-clas fruit and see that they are consigned to some reliable
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agent in Liverpool, who will place them in a proper manner before the English
salesmen. It is hoped that such fruits as tomatoes, pears., peaches, early apples,and grapes can be exported with profit.

In view of the great importance of having the fruit properly placed on
arrivai ln Liverpool, in order that proper sales and reliable reports may bc
quickly had for the future guidance of Ontario fruit growers, the Secretary wrote
the Hon. John Dryden to ask if the province would assist in thus opening up
a market for Ontario's tender fruits.

The Minister of Agriculture replied he was ready to aid us in our enter-
prise, and that in the meantime, the Ontario agent in Liverpool would be
instructed to be in readness to act in the direct interest of the Ontario fruit
growers.

The question now is, when will cold storage apartments on shipboard bc
in readiness for the trial shipments ?

MARKET GARDEN AND IRRIGATION.

My farn lies on the banks of the Little Arkansas river and froi this river
I get my water. I purchased a two horse power gasoline engine and centri-
fugal pump and am irrigating 70 acres of my 240. I raise the water about
20 [eet. My pump has a capacity of 6oo galions per minute. Gasoline
costs about $1 per day.

The water is thrown directly into the main ditches, which run along the
north side of my ground. These ditches have small boxes every 50 feet
provided with slides. Through the boxes the water is let into the main
laterals. Smaller laterais are made with a single shovel plow. After the
ditches have been made two men can take care of and distribute the water. So
far I have had excellent success, but my experience is too limited to make any
very definite statements.

This season I have planted 30 acres of corn, 20 of Irish potatoes, two of
onions, one of a fancy variety of oats, one of beans, one of cabbage, two
of tomatoes, one of mangels, i Yr acres is a bearing vineyard, and the remainder
is in various vegetables. I have watered the land once this spring. The water
was run between every other row except with onions ; the onion rows were only
15 luches apart so the application was made between every ninth row. Every-
thing which has been irrigated is much more thrifty and a great deal farther
advanced than crops not so treated.

Next fall I will lay off the land a littie differently. The ground slopes
gently from north to south. The main ditch will be run along the north bor-
der. Then every 50 feet a main lateral will be run to the south line, thus
dividing the area into small fields. These plats will then bu watered in succes-
sion. This I believe to be a cheaper and better method than the one I am
now practicing.-American Agriculturist.
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WATERING THE GARDEN BY MEANS OF A WINDMILL.

Usually a garden is irrigated by running the water between every other, or

every third, row. This necessitates long rows, or the water will reach the end

before the ground is thoroughly wet.

To obviate this trouble, C. ). Perry, a

success[ul farmer, writes in a western *

agricultural report that his garden last

year was made as shown in the accom-

panying illustration and described

below. "Selecting a piece of ground

25x150 feet, I ascertained with a level

the way the level lines ran. It was of

no consequence wbich way the beds

lay, or what were their shapes, I made

them wide enough for two rows of

vegetables, with sunken paths between.

The path ran around one end of the

first bed and then around the opposite

end of the second, and so on until the

entire plot was laid out. Now, when

a stream of water two or three inches

deep is turned into the path at the

highest point of the garden, it wil fl«. 816.-PLAN Foa IRRIGATING

follow the path to the end of the first

bed, go round it and down the next path, etc. Three inches of head and the

sligbt fall the water gets going around the ends of the beds will carry it back

and forth to the bottom of the garden, where, perhaps, the last bed is two or

three feet lower than the first. By this time each bed is wet from side to side.

An eight-foot windmill, with a small pond or a wooden tank holding 120 barrels,

will enable every family to raise more vegetables and small fruits than it needs."

Summer Pruning.-Intelligent horticulturists have almost given Up try-

ing to educate the public to put away the hatchet, saw, shears, and to a great

extent te pruning knife, and do all with the finger and thumb in May and

June. In the old world this knowledge is more diffused. Writing of orange

culture in Italy one of our consuls says that there the object aimed at in prun-

ing is to bring the greatest surface of the tree possible to the direct action of air

and light. The spherical form is considered best. To keep this form shoots

are pinched off in June each year. In the carly spring weak and dead wood,

and forgotten uscless shoots, are cut out to let the light and air in among the

branches ; a sharp knife must bc used.-Mechans' Monthly for July.
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THE GROUND CHERRY.

ITH nany farmers the ground cherry is classed among the weeds,
as it grows wild in many parts of the central and western states.
Its value as a fruit has not been generally appreciated, and until
the past few years it was seldoni seen in cultivation. An inproved
variety is now finding its way in our seedsmen's catalogues, and
there is no doubt that it will grow rapidly in favor. With me the
improved ground cherry has proven itself worthy of a place in

the garden. The plant is quite hardy, and will thrive on any soil where potatoes
will grow. The fruit when the husk has been removed, is a handsome yellow
cherry of about three-fourths of an inch in diameter It has something of a
strawberry flavor, and is excellent for sauce, pies, or preserves. For winter use
the fruit may be canned or dried. Or if kept in a cool place in its husk, the
cherry will keep plump and sound until December, or later.

In growing ground cherries the same method is pursued as in growing

Fro. 817.-IMPROVED GROIND CHrERy.
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tomatoes. The seeds are sown in hotbeds, and the young plants are not taken
to the garden until danger of frost is past. The plants are very branching, most
of the branches taking a lateral direction, almost touching the ground. For
this reason they should be set not less than four feet apart each way. There is
need of extra care in keeping down the weeds during the first half of the season,
for later on the plants are in the way of such work. The ground cherry is won-
derfully prolific. The first ripe ones are gathered about the first of August.
After this the fruit iay be picked every two or three days until cut off by frost.
The fruit drops off as soon as it is ripe, so the most of the picking is done from
the ground. On good soi one may expect to get a bushel from 18 or 20 plants,
or from 130 to 150 bushels per acre.-American Agriculturist.

PACKING PEACHES.

EACHES for market should be picked as soon as colored and before
getting soft. The best pickers are young active men from 15 to 25
years of age. The best package for picking is a half bushel splint
basket with strong handles, of which a sufficient number should be
kept on hand, so that fruit (need not be emptied in the orchard,
whereby they are much bruised) may be transported to grading room
in sane baskets.

Pick carefully the ripest fruit only, and go over the orchard about three
tirnes, because peaches ripen irregularly, those in the sun first, those in the
shade last. If peaches are picked green or too ripe, they will not be first-class
fruit, and a loss will be the consequence. Decayed fruit should be dropped to
the ground, and al packages for market should be kept clean from leaves and
branches, As soon as picked, transport into grading house, and make it a rule
to gather, grade and ship on the same day. Grade properly into at least four
diffèrent grades. We give the following table with the view of establishing a
grading schedule, which will be used uniformly by shippers and merchants.

XX grade....................Size above 2:in. diameter.
X " ............... ... " 2 in.

AX " .... ........ " .134 in.

B g .................... " " 1' in.

Ail fruit below the C grade will be culls.

The grading must be done carefully by experienced persons. The best
package for shipping is a full peck splint grape basket, which should be filled
well above the rim to allow for the settling of the fruit. Mark the grade on top.
Transport to destination on spring wagon with platform extending over the
wheels, and with cover over fruit securely tied down to protect from dust and
rain.-North Amer. Horticulturist.
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CACTUS NOTES.

N these rough notes on Cacti, we have confined ourselves

almost entirely to our own experience, thinking that the

results of our successes or failures would be a better

guide to other Canadian amateurs than the more schol-

arly treatises of specialists, but we make an exception

here, the description of the class Mammillaria in Lewis

Castle's book on Cactaceous Plants is so plain, full and

accurate, that we make no apology for copying it entire : "It would be very

difficult to find any plant in the whole vegetable kingdom which presents such

beautiful examples of symmetry as the Mammillarias, and in their own family

they are unique in this respect, for though many of the grotesque Opuntias,

Cereuses, and Echinocacti possess larger and more brilliant flowers, and they

are surpassed in horticultural value by the Phyllocacti and Epiphyllums, yet for

delicacy of design they are unrivalled. A large number of these resemble

exquisite pieces of mechanism finished with the greatest minuteness and accuracy,

others, again, might be imagined t> have undergone a kind of crystallisation,

their whole surface being frosted over with star-like spicule, arranged with

geometrical precision, and others appear as if covered with the finest gossamer.

Strangely beautiful indeed are most of the Mammillarias, and in contrast with

their neat rosettes or stars of spines, are the rosy yellow and white flowers,

which are generally followed by small, berry-like, coral-colored fruits, that, dotted

amongst the spines, add another phase to the attraction of these plants. With

so much to recommend them, it is not surprising that they have become great

favorites with cultivators of cacti, and with that portion of the public who have

obtained any knowledge of them."

Their cultivation is similar to the other round classes : porous soil, contain-

ing some lime rubbish, and only sufficient soil to hold their roots properly, the

rest being drainage ; full exposure to sunlight ; water sufficient in early summer,

scarcely any in winter.

The Opuntia, commonly known as Indian Fig, has about one hundred and

fifty varieties ; they generally have peculiarly oval flattened branches, armed

with abundant spines, very easily cultivated, rapid growers and bloomers, they

have of late become much more popular, their greatest drawback being their

sharp, delicate spines ; the spines of most of the other classes may pierce the

skin but leave nothing behind, but it is almost impossible to touch an Opuntia

with the bare hands without receiving some of the fine hair-like spines that stay

and sting, in other respects no plant can be more satisfactory, hardy, free-

blooming, responding well to proper treatment, they will stand a good deal of

neglect, in the southern parts of this Province about Ridgetown and Blenheim,
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the common varieties live out of doors all the year and bloom profusely insum mer.
Diseases of cacti are few, rot is about the only one, and is always caused byextreme cold, or over watering. Cut away all decayed parts at once, and dustwith powdered charcoal and keep dry, though the shape of the plant will beruined, you are likely to get off-shoots from the sound part. The only insectthat is really troublesome is the mealy bug ; for this, various insecticides areused; kerosene emulsion is effective, leave on for an hour or two, then washwith clean water, but the writer has found nothing so clean, cheap and thorough

as alcohol, especially with a drop or two of fir tree oil added. With an atomizer,to be had at any druggist's, you can reach every part with a fine spray that dries

FIG. 618.

at once, nothing is wasted, but it is certain death to the insects, and no washing
is necessary. Should a plant have been neglected, they may have got down to
the roots, remove the plant and wash the roots thoroughly, when dry, repot;
look over your plants regularly in winter, and never allow the insects to get a
start.

Those, if any, who have followed these ranbling remarks, hurriedly written
owing to the pressure of other work, may think the instructions elaborate, and
requirements many and difficult to provide, but the reverse is the case, cacti
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reqluire no coddling, get theni rightly started and largely let them alone, if

healthy, don't repot often ; you will be surprised how much îeglect they wil

bear, but treat them properly and they will amply repay you, though you niay

not understand their " speechless eloquence," you cannot avoid observing their

plump, shining bodies smiling their thanks for your care, and vieing with each

other how best to reward you with flowers of satiny sheen in ail the colors of

the rainbow-flowers in your home such as have entranced travellers in Mexicu

or Brazil. Readers of the HORTICULTURIST, try them, subscribe for the

" Baltimore Cactus Journal," only fifty cents a year, not gotten up to make

money, but by a few cactus fanciers to increase the love for, and knowledge of,

these curious plants. The articles are thoroughly practical, the answers to

enquiries, yours and other beginners like yourself, are just the Information you

need. There are few families without at least one plant or flower lover. Parents,

encourage your children in this, it is a pure and elevating taste ; get them some

cacti, the interest in one plant or flower soon extends to others, they wi1 make

their home brighter and more attractive to themselves and ail their friends, and

you will soon be ready to admit that there are few things productive of as much

pleasure as being a CACTUS CRANK.

Gladiolus.-A few years ago there was a great wave of popularity in favo

of the cultivation of the gladiolus; but during the past few years, there seens tu

bave been a falling off, judging from the reported sales by those who deal in

flower roots; but there seems no reason why this should be. Possibly there

may be objection to the fact that the ground occupied by this plant seems so

bare of plants until the gladiolus itself opens in late summer. But this can be

remedied by planting something else with thern, so that when the latter dies

away, the gladiolus can succeed them. For this reason, they are often planted

witb tulips, hyacinths and other spring fowering bulbs. The gladiolus soon

follows into bloom after the other plants decay. A friend of ours plants theni

lu the s>aces between rhododendrons, and they add very much to the rhodo-

dendron garden, by blooming after the other flowers fade. The bulbs can casily

be taken up and preserved through the winter.-Meehans' Monthly for June.

The chief beauty of the garden should lie in its flower colors and plant

forms, and not in the symmetry of its beds and borders. If our ideas of a per-

fect garden include any rigid geometrical principles, we would better study nature

and let our ideals go ! Our ideals, at best, are extremely limited, while nature's

realism is immeasurable ; she puts so much variety into her reality that she is

more beautifuil than we can imagine, by sheer force of quantity . . . • e

should seek to display the whiteness and purity of the lily in the garden, and not

trouble ourselves so nuch about the brown'earth patch from which it grows.--

SCHUYLER MATIIEWS.
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FUCHSIAS IN SUMMER.

FUCHSIA in perfection is always attractive, yet really good
specimens are comparatively rare. No stunted, starved
fuchsia will ever give satisfaction, and unless the plant is
given rich soil, sufficient moisture and partial sunshine, it
would not pay to grow it.

To those, who have seen noble specimens growing as
high as eight feet, and loaded with handsome foliage and
flowers, says our correspondent, W. F. Lake, in Country
Gentlemen, no word is needed to convince thein that they
are worth the extra care necessary to attain this size,
being far superior to smaller plants. In growing these large
specimens, cuttings, which should be rather short shoots,
may be taken off at the end of August or early in Septem-

ber, and as soon as they have formed roots, should be potted at first in

pots not over three inches in diameter, placing them in rather a warm position
for a time. When the plants have nearly filled the pots with roots, shift, using
the next size larger. The main cause of "scrubby " fuchsias, is allowing them
to become pot-bound in the early period of their growth, and at no time, until
bloom is desired should the roots be allowed to become pot-bound.

As summer bedding plants in a shady location, fuchsias possess strong
merits. If the soil be light and rîch they will make surprisingly vigorous

growth, and, as in the case of ali bedding plants, the foliage and flowers will
be decidedly improved in color and substance.

Care should bc take that the plants are not exposed to strong winds, as the
fragile flowers are easily injured and the buds knocked off, or whipped about so
they will be ragged or torn, if those left are open.

Watering in the dry seasons should not be overlooked, and should be
applied in a thorough manner, soaking ground clear to bottom of roots.

A very înteresting sort is F. fugens, which is a bulbous varîety, dies down

in the fail and has a tuber which imay be wintered as we keep gladioli and

dahlias. The flowers are produced in panicles and are very siender, and from

one to four inches long. This variety is started early in pots, and afterwards

set in open ground, cones into bloom at a time when there is usually a scarcity

of flowers in, the garden, and nover fails to attract attention from its peculiar

shape of flowers.
Considerable interest may be derived in growing the fuchsia from seed, and

watching the different characteristics of the plant as they come into flower, and

in fact, during the whole period of their growth. Very good varieties may be

secured from seeds taken from the fruitiike balls on your own plants, which will
follow if the flowers are not picked off, the seed being found inside the reddish

3
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purple fruit. This should be sown in boxes in heat and the seedlings pricked

into thumb-pots, after they have formed the second pair of leaves. If kept

growing, will usually flower the first season.
When fuchsias are forced for winter they seldom amount to anything the

following summer, unless taken froin the pots after they have finished, all the

soil shaken off and replaced again in smaller pots in a rich soil and watered

sparingly until well started again. Treated in this way, they will usually flower

again in late summer or early fall, sometimes continuing up till winter very

profusely.

INTRODUCTION OF THE BERMUDA LILY.

HO can measure the pleasure given by a beautiful flower ? Who

deserves more grateful remembrance than one who, through love

alone, brings to our fair land the choicest growths of otier coun-

- tries to beautify and gladden our own good homes ?

The fairest of lilies-the pure Easter flower-the Bermuda lily

-was flrst brought to America from the Island of Bermuda, in

1876, by Mrs. Thomas P. Sargent, Assistant Purchasing Agent

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
When she was leaving the island, Wi the spring of that year, two friends

residing there gave her a few of the lily bulbs.. Upon her arrival at her home

she presented some of them to Mr. Robert Crawford, a near-by florist, who

about a year later, sold the increase to -Mr, William Harris, of Philadelphia.

He began growing the bulbs and offered them to the public, with the addition

of his name, as the Lilium Harrisii.
Mrs. Sargent was an invalid for many years. Her home in the suburbs of

Philadelphia, was a centre for all that is lovely in plant growth, and her life was

as beautiful and benificent as the choice flowers with which she surrounded

herself. For her loving devotion to their culture, the bountiful giving of her

treasures to hospitals, flower-missions, the sick, and hosts of friends, her name

should be canonized among the saints in flowers. She is now where lilies bloom

as the emblem of purity. No more fitting resemblance could be chosen to

keep alive her memory than in giving her name to the first flower of her

adoption.-VIck's Magazine.

The Caladium as an Out-door Plant.-Thu beautiful caladiums with

variously-colored variegated leaves, which made such a beautiful show at the

Columbian Exposition, are usually regarded as solcly green-house plants, and to

reqilîre a very moist' atmosphere at tiat ; but they are very successful when

grown in the open air, providing the soit is damp and the situation somewhat

shaded from the full sun. Indeed, when the proper situation can be secured,

there are few plants which will give more pleasure under open-air culture.-

Muchans' Monthly for J une.
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FLORAL DECORATIONS FOR THE TABLE.

UT the form of decoration which demands the most taste and care is
undoubtedly the adornment of the house, and specially of the din-

ner-table ; a task which not unfrequently falls to the gardener's lot.
I have seen very beautiful table decorations which had involved

but little outlay and no great profusion of flowers ; while others, on

* which neither expense nor blossoms had been spared, were either
stiff or insignificant.

White Van Throl tulips look exquisite arranged with their own leaves in

small silver bowls, or in low vases of white china, especially if the table-centre be

of soft silk, white, pale green, or salmon pink. Scarlet ones might be placed in

rustic baskets on a ground of pale blue or cream colour.

Or again, a rather large vase of Venetian glass in the centre, filled with gold

and bronze chrysanthemumfs loosely arranged, with fronds of some trailing form

falling over the table. The other day I saw a table entirely decorated with

enormous blossoms of that loveliest of Japanese Bouquet des Dames, each

flower cut off short and stuck bolt upright, without a vestige of greenery in a

specimen glass. One could not help thinking how much better their beauty

would have been displayed had they been rnassed in three handsome vases down

the middle of the table, and supplemented by little ferns in dainty china pots.

An ideal table in honor of a bride could be decked with celogyne or lily

of the valley. The former should be arranged in shallow glass troughs, and if

sore leaves and bulbs of the plant can be spared, the flowers will look doubly

well, whilst a too flat effect can be avoided by the introduction of some Lili-

putian palms. Wide bowls filled with Roman hyacinths or lily of the valley,

interspersed with tall slender glasses, each containing a few sprays of the same,

look very lovely; and crocuses grown in shallow tins covered with moss, are

bright and pleasing.-The Gardener's Chronicle.

Something About the Baldwin Apple.-What the Bartlett is among

pears, and the Concord among grapes, says the Rural, the Baldwin is among

apples-especially in the North. In the South and South-west it does not suc-

ceed so well. It is now proposed to have a monument erected to its memory,

at or near the place where it was first discovered, only a few miles out of Boston.

The inscription on the shaft will recite that near its site " in 1793, Samuel

Thompson, Esq., .. .. . discovered the first Pecker apple, later named

the Baldwin." Many trees were grafted with cions from this tree, and it became

w'ell known locally. Through the influence of Col. Loami Baldwin, a celebrated

engineer, it gained a wide reputation, and was afterward known by his name. It

is a better monument to his memory than many a shaft of granite, or statue of

bronze to more widely-knowin, but, perhaps, to less-deserving ;men.
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FORCING LETTUCE IN POTS.

HE following description of a method of forciug lettuce in pots
that has been followed at the New York Agricultural Experiment
Station, may be of interest to those who grow lettuce under glass,
either in an amateur way or as a commercial product.

The seed is sown in flats as usual, that is to say in boxes
i about twelve by ten inches and three inches deep. When the

plants are about two inches high they are transplanted to two inch
pots. The benches are filled with soil, in which the pots containing the lettuce
are plunged so that the top of the pots are covered with about half an inch of
soil.

Preparation of Soil.

Soit for lettuce should not be too heavy, and as the soit which we use for
potting is a rather heavy clay loam, sand is mixed with it in preparing it for the
lettuce house. The potting is composed of three parts by measure of loam, one
of manure and one of sand.

The benches are six inches deep ; the lower three inches being filled with
well-rotted manure, and sec upper three inches with potting soit prepared as
described above.

Fn.819 -LE:UCI PLANT C O~NIN! T\%-O--NIit1[ f'.
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The soil in the pots is the same as that used on the bench, except that it is
sifted while that on the bench is not. A little drainage material is put in the
bottom of each. pot, The plants are usually set on the benches about ten inches
apart each way. The roots soon fill the pot and grow out into the soil of the
bench through the drainage hole in the bottom of the pot. Being thus buried
in the soil, the littie pots do not dry out as rapidly as they would do were they
exposed to the air.

The soil in the pots is sufficient to support a vigorous growth, and yet when
the roots have filled the pots the plants appear to make a more compact growth
and head quicker than they do when grown in beds where the extension of the
root system is unchecked.

Another advantage of this method consists in the fact that the plants are
transplanted but once, namely, from the flats to the pots, thus the check to the
growth by a second tiansplanting is avoided.

Marketing.

The plants may be marketed without disturbing their roots, and for this
reason they keep fresh for a longer time than do the plants whose roots are dis-
turbed in preparing them for market. See Plate I. When the plant is ready for
market it may be knocked out of the pot, and the bail of earth containing the
roots undisturbed may be wrapped snugly in oiled paper. The earth will thus

keep moist for a long time, and furnish moisture to the plant through the roots
which are imbedded in it. Local customers may be supplied with lettuce in the
pots and the pots returned after the plants are taken from them.

Grocers and other retail dealers readily appreciate the advantages of having
letLuce grown in this way. It permits them to keep the lettuce on hand for a
considerable length of time, and still present it to their customers crisp, fresh
and attractive, instead of wilted and unattractive.

The moment a pot is removed from the bench, another may immediately
be set in its place without waiting to clear the bench, or any portion of it, of the

rest of the lettuce. The method thus proves economical both of time and
space.

This method will undoubtedly commend itself to growers who are forcing

lettuce to a limited extent. Whether it can be employed to advantage by those

who have extensive houses devoted to lettuce can be decided only by trial. It

certainly appears to be worthy of extended trial.

Varieties.

The variety of lettuce selected for forcing must, in general, be determined
by the market demand, and it should be the aim of the grower to furnish what

his market calls for, rather than what he may think he ought to have.
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Summary.

The growing of lettuce in pots is believed to have several advantages over

growing it in benches, namely

i. By inducing a compact growth and favoring early heading.

2. The plants are transplanted but once, that is from the flats to the pots,

so that the growth is not checked by a second transplanting.

3. Plants may be marketed without disturbing their roots, and so may be

kept perfectly fresh for a long time, an advantage that'is much appreciated by

retail dealers.

4. As soon as a plant is removed from the bench its place may be imme-

diately filled with another potted plant, so that the entire bench room may be

kept constantly occupied.

The method may be briefly outlined as follows:

The bench, six inches deep, is half fllled with well-rotted manure, over

which is spread three inches of soil.

The soil is made of one part by measure of manure to three parts of rotted

sod. Should the sod be from a heavy loam it is made lighter by adding one

part by measure of sand to three parts of sod.

As to the care of lettuce under glass it may be said that

The house should be kept at a cool even temperature, running a few degrees

above fifty in the day, and remaining at fffty or a little below at night.

Sudden fluctuations from high to low temperature or vice versa should be

avoided.
The plants should have plenty of fresh air, especially on sunny days when

the temperature is high outside.

When the plants are watered overhead it is best to select a time when the

foliage will dry quickly. Avoid watering so late in the day that the plants will

not dry before night.
Tbe following varieties have forced well at this Station

Cabbage lettuce:-Big Boston, large; Salamander ; Drumhead; -Hender-

son's New York, curled ; Golden Ball, dwarf ; Golden Queen, dwarf.

Varieties forming loose heads :--Grand Rapids, curled ; Hanson, curled;

New Iceberg, curled; Prize Head, curled, tinged with reddish brown.

I suppose that everyone feels that the greatest charm of any landscape in

the north is the greensward. It is the canvas upon which every artist-painter

attempts to make a picture. But imagine a painter putting a glowing bed of

coleuses on his canvas, for a centre-piece ! The fact is, the easiest way to spoil

a good lawn is to put a flower-bed in it ; and the most effective way in which to

show off flowers to the least advantage is to plant them in a bed in the green-

sward. Lawns should be large, free and generous, but the more they are cut

up and worried with trivial effects the smaller and meaner they look.-BAILEv.
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TOMATO CULTURE.

CHAPTER XIV.

PIcKING AND MARKETING ToMATOES.

The gathering of the fruit is a matter of no small importance. The best of

fruit is easily damaged by careless hands, handling them in a careless manner.

In picking and cleaning, the less the fruit is handled the better. If the tomatoes

are to be sold wholesale at a canning factory, the cheapest way is to hire them

picked by the bushel. A little cracking or bruising makes but little difference
when they are to be used at once. By hiring them picked by the bushel, and

drawing them directly to the factory without sorting or cleaning, they can be

sold considerably cheaper than when they are prepared for the general market.

For market and shipping purposes, my experience is that it is most satisfactory

to hire the picking done by the day or week, for the simple reason that, if let to

pick by the bushel, it is almost impossible to get them picked with care. Boys

from 14 to iS years of age are good helps, but to have the work done right it is

best to hire a good man and place two boys under his control, giving the boys

to understand that they are to work under his direction, and giving the man to
understand that he will be expected to see that the boys under his guidance are
faithful and do their work properly. The trio should take three rows, with the
man on the centre row. An active boy should be able to pick about as fast as
a man ; but if they fall behind the man should help them up, and so keep them
under his eye and control all the time. The owner, however, should see that

the boys are not imposed upon, or made to wheel or carry burdens too heavy
for their strength.

The tomatues should be picked and laid carefully into the picking boxes.

They should never be thrown or tossed carelessly. They should then be

wheeled immediately into the market shed, then be wiped clean and laid into

the market boxes, or, if to be shipped, into the shipping boxes. Lay them in

with the sterm end down ; laid in thus they carry better, and look better than if

pitched in any way. Any that are cracked, bruised, or very rough, should be

sorted out and sold as culls at half price, for making catsup. If they cannot be

sold, feed them to pigs ; they will fatten pigs much faster than potatoes. They

are also valuable for feeding milch cows. When putting them up for market,

have a pair of scales at hand ; take the weight of the empty box, then add 28

pounds for the tomatoes and you will have half a bushel.
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CHAPTER XV.

SHIPPING TOMAToES.

If the tomatoes are to be shipped, use the same boxes that are used for
picking, put 25 pounds in each box and wire down the covers, and they are
ready to ship. If baskets are used, the best size is 12 quarts, with hoop cover
and Leno netting, to show the fruit. They should be made of elm, and well
nailed ; they will then carry 20 pounds. I have always found it best to put up
tonatoes for shipping by weight. If they are put up in 2o or 25 pound lots, it
is easy to make the even hundred pounds, and as the railroads charge by the
hundred pounds for carriage, the charge on them will be less than when they
are put up in various weights. My practice for expressing is to send a careful
man directly to the station with the fruit, and at the same time send with the
man a memorandum, with name and full address of the parties to whom the
goods are shipped, also the number of packages and weight of each man's goods.
The memorandum is handed to the express agent in time to have all booked.
The man is instructed to watch the goods until the train arrives, and then to
assist the agent to put all carefully into the car. By this means I am sure that
all goods leave in first-class order.

CHAPTER XVI.

VARIETIES oF TOMATOES.

Ace-This tomato has become quite popular in some sections. It seens
to be best suited to the sandy soils. It is often catalogued as Early Acme, but
as far as my experience goes, it should be classed as a late variety. Color,
purplish-crimson ; medium size, good bearer, very smooth and handsome.
Grows too much vine for very rich soils or mucky land. With me, it cracks too
nuch for market purposes, and is subject to dry rot on the face of the fruit.

Dwarf Chamqpion-This is a very distinct variety, recently introduced.
Of dwarf, stiff habit ; color, purplish-crimson ; medium early and very smooth ;
quality, first-class ; ripens evenly all over ; does not crack as much as other very
round varieties do. It is well adapted for small gardens and rich soil. First
set fruit good size, afterward too small for market purposes. It can be set one-
third closer than most varieties. With me, it does not yield much more than
half the crop of some other sorts.

Canada Victor-This tomato originated with me twenty-five years ago. I
sold the first seed of it to a noted seed merchant in the United States. I sent
him a little of the seed for trial, and it was so much ahead of other sorts tested
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with it in earliness and productiveness, that he paid me two hundred dollars for

one-fourth pound of the seed. It soon became very popular, both in America
and Europe. It will yield and ripen fruit better than any other variety I know
of on heavy soils, where other varieties often fail. The fruit is of good size,
grown in large clusters ; not ail smooth, but usually growing such a large crop
that if all the irregular ones are thrown out there will be as many smooth ones
left as most varieties yield. Color, deep red ; smooth, oval shape ; ripens very
evenly and does not crack, and is very early. It is well adapted for forcing in
frames.

Mfikado-Very large and quite early. Color, same as Acme ; does not

ripen evenly ; and with me grows too rough to be recommended for market.

Livings(on's Fazorite-This I think is the best of ail the Livingston varie,
ties, meeting more fully the requirements of a market variety, than most sorts.
Medium early. Size above the average and holds its size well throughout the
season. Mostly smooth, ripens evenly and is not subject to rot. It is very
productive and a good deep red color.

LorrZlard-This tomato has been sent out as being well adapted for forc-
ing. With me I have not found it as good for forcing as some other varieties.
But I have found it one of the best late varieties I have ever tried. It is very
large, very smooth and very solid, and a fine red color. Does not crack. Keeps
well and is very productive. Its only drawback is that it is rather late. If it
had been as early as some sorts I should have pronounced it the best tomato
yet introduced.

Ignoum-This tomato is of large size and good quality. Good red color

and ripens evenly. But on my soil it is quite late and does not produce a full
crop. I have tried it two seasons, and with me it did not ripen more than half
the crop that some other sorts did.

JMitczell's New Tomato-This new variety first sent out by me in small

packets to the members of Ontario Fruit Growers' Association for trial. The
report for season of 1889 from ail parts of the Dominion being veryfavorable

led me to sel] the seed of it and also place it in the hands of some of our lead-
ing seedsmen for sale. It is of large size, averaging ten ounces each ; quite a

few of them will grow to weigh a pound each. It is smooth and even in shape

and a fine red color. It holds its size well until the end of the season. It is
the earliest large smooth variety and excellent for forcing. During the past four

seasons I have grown it extensively and it has not failed every season to ,ripen

one-third more fruit than any other sort I have tried. It does not crack and is

an excellent shipper.

Vaughn's Farliest of Al-Very early, probably the earliest tomato grown.
It is red in color and quite productive, but it is small at first ripening, and very

small after the first few pickings, besides being quite rough, so that I cannot

recommend it for market purposes.
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Livingston's Beazety-A nice tomato, round, smooth and of a bright crim-
son color, tinged with purple. It is solid and does not rot readily, a good
tomato, but with me rather late and not productive enough for market.

New Peach Tomato--There are two varieties of the peach tomato, one rose
color and the other lemon-yellow. They are round and about the size of a
peach, very uniform in size and appearance. Fine flavor and nice to eat from
the hand. Good for preserving. Medium early.

Atlantic Prise-This is one of the earliest of tomatoes and a good bearer.
The first season I grew it it did remarkably weIl with me,. yielding a large crop
quite early, and I was much pleased with it, although some of the fruit was
rather rough. The past two seasons it has cracked so badly that it has been
unprofitable ; on some soils it may prove profitable.

Early Rudy-This tomato so closely resembles the Atlantic Prize with me
that I think they are closely allied, if not identical. It is early and productive
but somewhat rough and cracks badly.

Brandy Wine-This new tomato, introduced by Johnson & Stakes, has
been grown by me for three seasons with satisfaction. It is medium early, not
quite as productive as some sorts, but it is the largest really good tomato I have
ever tried. I have grown perfectly ripened fruit of it that would weigh two
pounds each. The fruit is somewhat ßat at the stem and ripens evenly and
does not crack. It is of a good red color and mostly smooth. A bushel of
them can be gathered in half the time that it would take to gather a bushel of
medium sized fruit. And the saving of time in harvest is a big boon to the
market gardener.

The varieties described have ail been tested by me, as well as many other
sorts not described that i have tried and rejected. There are also, no doubt,
many good sorts that I have tested that will prove valuable. I wish it to be
distinctly understood that varieties that have not been a success with me may
prove valuable in different locations, and on other soils. My advice to those
who grow largely for market would be to test carefully new varieties in small
quantities and grow those that are best adapted to your soli and location for
main crop. As a rule, those that grow a strong vine of average length will
be found best adapted for light sandy soils. And those that grow short vines
for soils that are strong and heavy.

St. Mary's, Ont. S. H. MITCHEELL

ACKNOWLEDGMENT.-For the handsome sketch entitled " Summer," to be
found at the end of this number, our thanks are due to Mr. George Brigden, of
the Toronto Engraving Company. Mr. Brigden is rapidly pushing himself to
the front among our local artists, and we wish him every success.
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-? Notes aôd Qtmme9tf. &
OUR GOOSEBERRY STATION.-On the Sth and 9 th of July, Professor Hutt

and the writer made a trip north into the County of Simcoe, for the purpose of

visiting the gooseberry plantation of Mr. S. Spillett, of Nantyr, who has recently

been appointed experimenter in that fruit. The whole country here is interest-

ing, with Lake Simcoe in the distance, and the many hills and vales which give

varicty to the landscape.
Mr. Spillett has about two acres and a half devoted to his gooseberry experi-

ments. The land is of the best character for the work in which Mr. Spillett is

engaged, being mixed sandy loan and clay. He has enriched it to a remark-

able degree and the size of the fruit is, in consequence, extraordinary. Mr.

Spillett has some twenty varieties under test, and year by year will add to the
number. He has been a public school teacher for many years, but is now

retiring to devote himself more especially to experiments with fruit. We believe

that the results of his experiments in gooseberries will be of great benefit to

Canadian fruit growers.

APPLE INSPECTION.-It appearS that the Tasmanians are more careful

about the quality of their apples forwarded to Great Britain than we are. The

Journal of the Council of Agriculture, published at Hobart, cornes to our table

regularly, and gives an instance of a man, a member of the Council, who brought

to the wharf for shipment thirty cases of inferior grade apples The inspector

at the wharf refused to pass these apples. The matter was afterward discussed

in the Council, and the person who attempted to ship the inferior fruit took the

ground he had a perfect right to ship whatever rubbish he liked to Britain, pro-

viding he paid for its carriage. The opinion prevailed in the Council that such

shipments affected the prices obtained by other shippers, and, indeed, affected

the reputation of Tasmanian apples. By vote of the Council, the name of the

offending member was dropped from the membership roll of the Council.



Frosted Raspberry Stalks.

7-S. SRn,-Would it be a good plan to cut back the frozen raspberry stalks ; some
canes are black, some have crisp heart, but the leaves are green. If cut half down, would
they likely shoot out again and fruit later on ? A. J. CoLLINs, Listowel.

Certainly it would be a good plan to cut off all injured portions of the
raspberry plants, in order that the whole strength of the plant may be given to
the healthy buds below. The result might be vigorous growth from them, and
quite possibly a fair quantity of fruit.

Pruning Honey Locust Hedge.
749. SInx-Having a triple row of Honey Locust to form a hedge-now in its third

year-would like to know how and when to prune it. It is in front of a double tenement
house. running froin front to sidewalk as a walk between the two occupants. As it is per-
haps too late to answer in the Jul number of the CANADIAN fORTICULTURIST, would yeu
kindly answer by letter and oblige GEORGE S. WASON, Hrzrkesbury.

Reply by Mr. John Craik, of Ottawa.

It is somewhat difficult to give a correct method of treating a hedge about
which so little is known regarding the conditions surrounding it. In the first
place, it is, in my opinion, a mistake to plant double or triple rows of any
variety of tree with the view of thus forming a permanent and long-lived hedge.
It nearly always follows in such cases that the inside branches and those on the
middle row of trees are so crowded, as to make only a very weak growth, and
thus to be of little service in fulfilling the purposes for which they were planted,
which may be ornament or utility. In the case of the double rows, the inside
branches usually fail for the same reason, viz, on account of being deprived of
light, so that only half of each tree is able to perform its function normally, and
thus the growth is thrown largely to the outsides. In the case of this particular
hedge, and supposing it to be in a fair growing condition, I would suggest that
it be trimnmed back in the autumn. If it has not already been trimmed, this
would be the best treatment, as cutting it back now to the desired height would
probably give it too great a check. The after-trimming would consist of pruning
it next spring when the season's growth is about half completed, and again about
three weeks later. In the Ottawa district the Honey Locust is not reliable as a
hedge plant, although its beautiful fern-like foliage renders it an attractive plant
for this purpose. Occasionally we find hardy individuals of this species, but as
a rule they vary so much, that it is impossible to get a hedge-row without a
number of gaps in it, caused by the killing out of a percentage of more or less
tender plants. It is, in good soil, a very rapid grower, and on this account it is
perhaps more expensive as a hedge plant than some other varieties of slower
growth, which need less pruning.
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Rose Mildew.
750. SIR,-I take the liberty to enclose herewith a few rose leaves. They are losing

their color and curling up just as if it were from drouth, but I think the trouble is froi
some parasite ; if so, I shaHl esteen it a favor if you give me a cure. Please do not
wait to reply through the HonTIt RTURIST, as imy Iushes might be spoiled by the time
the next number will be issued. General Jac. and others of iy best roses seem nost
affected.

R. CUNNINGHAM, Guelph.

(Reply Ay Mr. John Cratg, Ottawa)

Your letter of the 2oth inst. is received, and with it samples of rose foliage
affected with a fungous disease. I have examired these carefully, and believe
the foliage to be affected with the common fori of rose mildew, viz., SJ>zero-
tIieca Jannosa. This is a very troublesome disease ; especially in greenhouses,
but there conditions are such that it can be controlled more completely than
when the plants are grown out-of doors. The principal remedy, and one which
bas been generally considered satisfactory, is to apply the fumes of sulphur ; but
out-of doors this is impracticable, and I would, therefore, recommend either of
the following fuugicides : Copper sulphate, quarter of an ounce to five gallons
of water ; or ammonical copper carbonate, quarter of an ounce to five gallons
of water. I would spray the plants immediately with elther of these mixtures.
You will probably be able to get the copper sulphate more readily than the
ammoniocal copper carbonate. On account of the disease having such a foot-
hold, three or four applications at intervals of five or six days will be necessary
to arrest it.

$ pe9 LaeCrý.
Best and Cheapest Way of Keeping Parsley Out-of-Doors During

Winter.

(Answer to A. M. Wiicocks, f Ric/mond, Que.)

In the lirst place, it nay he well to state tiat parsley is a biennial plait belongintg to
the botanical fanily of tnelliferæe. It, therefore, takes two years to comiplete its life
Cycle. Ordinarily, or under favorable conditions, we. wouldl expect it to live over winter,
and produce its seed the second year in the same way as the parsnip and carroit. In the
colder portions of Canada, however, the plant is frequently killed during the fitrst winter,
and especially is this the case wlhen the seed is sownxi upon light sandy soil, but if sowni on
good rich loai and in such a situation as is likelV to be coveretd lby early antumnix sînowS,
and also well protected througlhout the winter, it is not usually winter killed. Theefore,
in sieltereil gardens little protection will be needed, as a rile, to carry it throuiogli t]he
second year. Wlhere protection is necessary. I woubl suggest muclcing un either sides of
the rows with jorest leaves or straw after the ground lias become stiffeneid by the first
frost. A framne maie of boards would be of assistance and use in holding thIe leares n
straw near the row, and preventing it fron blowing away.

Jolis CuAt, Horticu/turi.
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The Longevity Apple.

s1 a,.-The original tree of the Longevity apple ie, I feel confident, a seedling, a the

tree ie about ten juches in circumnference. The fruit in the fait is very firni aud the back-

ground greenish, which, toward spring, takes on a rich yellow, well covered and splauhed

with red. The flesh jefine-grained, rich, juicy and somewhat tart. In general appear-

ance it somewhat resembles the Ben Davis and also Cooper's Market. Mr. Hart says it is

larger than the latter aud not so Vouty at the blossom end. Last fall I sent two barrels of

this apple to Mr. Hart, tellig him they would keep until June. He put them in a cool

room. About the fir t of May, a gentleman carne in, looking for two barrels of choice

appes, and '%r. Hart showed bim these, asking hm $15 a barrel for them. fie would not

buy, but wished t see the apple, and when the barrels were opened the apples were found

to be bu perfect condition About the firet of June, Mr. Paul came in and saw the apples,

and before lie left offered Mr. Hart $25 a barrel for either one or two barrels, which was

accepted and paid. 1. YouNo, Adolphustown, Ont.

Kind Words.

The twelve uionthiy nunibers of TuE CANADIAN HORTICULTUrL'R , bound together,

ahe a sutweb volune, fit to grace the baud of the daintiest readier or a shelf in the finest

lirar ii te laund. This is the official publication of the Fruit Growers' Association of

bar a if ai its works were on a par with THE HORTICULTUlRIN4T, noue would venture

to dispute its clais o \ider recognition and all the aid the Goverment can afford. A

mrt general iculation of literatute of this description would be beneficial in many ways,

for a keen interest l fruitgrowig, floriculture and kindred topics would he aroused and

fly gond el te fol . There are nearly 448 pages in volume xvii, and nany illustrations

anl eautiful colord plates of fruit. Mr. Woolverton is an enthusiastic and successful

fruiturower. sud under his charge THE HoRLTICULTURIST lias grown in its proportions and

usefulness.-TIe GIlobe, Sat., June Sthi, 1895.

)ar Boog5 Tab. ý-

CATALOGUES.

PRizE LisT, CENTRAL CANADA EXHIBITIoN, Ottawa, Septembher 20-28, 1895. E.

M\cM lahion, Secret ary, 26 Sparks-st., Ottîawa.

MMESTERN FAi PRIZE LIST, Londn, Ont., Septemuber 12-21, 1895. Thomas A,

Brown, Secretary, London.

CALENDER OF QUEENM COLLCE AND UNIVERSITY, RingstoOl, Ot., for' tht > <'

1895-i. Chancellor, Sandford Fleming, CE., C. LL.D

PRsc LisT Central Exhibition, Goelph. Sept. 17, 18 and 19, 1 S95.

CANAUA'S Grcat Fair and Industrial Exhibition, Septeber 2 to 14, A credit to

Torontto.



GOOSEBERRY PIE.

OU may boast if you like of bacon and greens,
You rnay talk of roast turkey and game,

You may sing loud the praises of Boston baked beans,
They may all be just what they claim.

Roast beef and plum pudding may answer for some,
Or oysters in stew or in fry ;

I relish then all; but my greatest delight
Is a big piece of gooseberry pie.

CHORUS.

For there is nothing like gooseberry pie, say I.
Oh, don't I like gooseberry pie ?

Since the time of the flood there's been nothing so good
Or so luscious as gooseberry pie.

It vas my favorite lunch when toddling around,
A youngster of three years or more,

And I snuffed up the fragrance that often arose
Through the crack of the old oven door.

But now I've grown older, I love it still more,
And shall till the day that I die;

And the one that would win My friendship must first
Fill me chuck-full of gooseberry pie.

As my teeth gently press through its lovely brown crust,
And the moisture it holds is set free,

How it strikes through my frame such a thrill of delight,
Oh, its luscious as lusclous can he.

There's a girl here that's taken a fancy to me,
I can tell by the glance of her eye,

But the one that I marry must first understand
How to make a good gooseberry pic.
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REFORD AGENCIES,
OCEAN EXPRESS

FOR APPLES
DONALDSON LINE

Weekly Glasgow Service
SAILING FROM MONTREAL every Thureday at daylight.
88 Conordia ..... SAdnhia. .Aug. 888 Warwick ........ 15 88 Alidus. ,.. 22
88 Tritonia .. . . 29

AGENTS-Glagow, Donaldson Bros ; Chicago, Hen-
derson Bros.

THOMSON LUNE
London and Newcastle Service

SAILING ROM MONTREAL To LONOON, AND NEWCASTLE.
SS Fremona........Aug. 2! 88 Hurona.........Aug. 9
SS Geronu.. . --.... 16 8 oIona ........... t 30

Ail the Lnudon itearners will take cargo for New-
catle.upon-Tyne.

EAST OOAST SERVICE.
Aberdeen, Jeith, and Dundee at intervals.
88 Fremona, for Leith....................Aug. 2
88 Avlona, for Aberdeen.................... Il 12
SS Dracona, for Dundee..... ............. . 221
Agents-CARas, YOUNG & NoBLE, Newcastle-on-Tyne;
A. Low, SoK & CARTER, 27 Leadenhall street, London,
E C.; G. V. TURNBULL & Co., Leith ; HENIDERsoN BRou.,
Chicago; W. Tnousor & SoNs, Dundee, Sotland.

Special attention given to the handling and stow-
age of APPLES, CHEESE, and al perishable
Cargo. Li ited room for Horses and Cattle.

Throagh Bm. of Ladtng granted by any of the
Canadian or Western Ranways to any point in
Great Britain, Ireland or Europe, at lowest through
Rates. For further particulars apply to

ROBERT REFORD & Co.
23 St. Sacrament St Montreal,

July St.

PRENTICE, BEAN &
CHADDOCK,

WHOLESALE COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND DEALERS IN FRUIT

AND PRODUCE
162-164 MICHIGAN STREET
nEBUrrano., r.

ELK STREET MARKET
Metmbers Merchant and Produce Exchanges.

CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY.
Consignments solieited.

Stencils furnished on application.
Liberal advances.

REFERENCES-The People's Bank,
Buffalo. Bank of Batavia, N.Y. All
commercial ag enies.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE.
Cheques payable at par at

Bank of Hamilton, Grimsby.

NgATioNAL LîniAI
C A NA DA

g*ygjgfllE" N AT1ONAtS



SUCCEZSFUL PARlERS
Freernan's They produce large crop

of Wheat of superior qual-

High Grade ity. Try Our Fertilizer for
Fall Wheat, which is espe.Bone eially manufactured for that

Fertilizers. clase of Crop. Terms easy,
prices low. Read below.

Having used your Sure Growth Fertilizer for the peut three senons, it is
with plesure I recommend its use to othera. I commenced with one ton the firstiesson, and two years @ao purchaed from you two tons, and lest seaon two sud
'ore-half tons. Always used It on fall wheat et the rate of about 200 ls. par aere,

#nd am fully convinced I bad at lest one-third larer yield and finer sample than where no fortilizer waes used.
Th anking you for your prompt delivery, I romain, (SIgned), RICHARD SELDON, Tp. Clerk, North Oxford.

Pushing, Agents wanted in unoccupied Territory. Send for Catalogue.

The W. A. FREEMAN Co. (Ltd.) Hamilton, Ont.

act us J9H!Rn'A-MONTHLY-

Davoted ta the Culture of Cataceous Plante
Instructive Articles by experienced cultivators.

SUBSCRIPTION 50 CTS. A YEAR.
Sample copy for stamp.

Address 1200 Edmondson Ave., Baltimore, Md. U.S

Sales were.never botter.
&0od Sto k, and low prites
tell. Sond to-day for fre Il-
mtrated Priled Catalogue it ii

Our geat. special offers Iby
mail APPle, Pear. Pum.
Cherry and Ornamnental
trees. Roses, Grape vines.Smail fruit plante are Weil

qaeortedl.Order quick. A. G. RULL S N, central
Nursery, St. CathRarinaes ont.

S J W CAVEATS, I*~f.R A DE MARKS,

SrnatÎon a Pd free n rite Ior1es bureaul for securlit patenta Iln Amerlos.4e ttakon out, by us toi broukbt fl-ore
by anoe given free cf chirge luthe

*OUI6abold bet ou t. WekL,1
pr;Ltdl menthe. Àdd"É4 1\ e

361 gaz"a eTort Ca.
Feb. 12t

NOTICE ' a
TO FRUIT GROWERS.

Please send samples of seedling fruitmaad of
new fruits, accompanied.by a letter giving all
possible information regardin ongin, age,
productiveness, hardinass, and present con-
ditions and surroundings of tree or plant, te
Mr. John Craig, Horticulturist, Experimental
Farm, Ottawa. These an ail go by MAIL,
postage free.

D. W. BEADLE,
Chairman Commitee on Ne.w Eruit&

Fruit Farms for Sale.
Special rates alowed for ad. under thiU head. We

have letters inquiringfor Fruit Farm8 in Ontario
ad this willform a convenient mneans of commu-
nication beteen buyer and seller.

FRUIT FARI FOR SALE.
At Clarkson, 16 miles west of Toronto, 80 acres

sandy soil, gcod house and out-buldngt, 2 wels, 425
auple trees 600 vines, I0 obery tres, 430 plum
tres., 500 poau tree~ li acres raspierries, ail lu good
basting condition. hussites sud SeMais onvenient,
Possession immediately, apply te

C. G. DAVIS,
Frema PO., Ont.

Fruit FarfkSak.
Near Winona, under mountain, best fruit growing

district. 118 acres. Over 16,000 plurn, cherry and
pear tres; 6000 vines ete. Large rame honse and two
tenement houses, atone stable barn St Station of
ha H. G. & B. Electuio Raays7 ai eSeor of rm.

ALAN .
Tsi Pgi a." Fthema

NOTE.-Whu Writing -1 AdvertiSrs tMa» Mention ihis



Reliable Fruit Commission Houses
Terms under this head, one Inch, 3 months for $3.50.

Canadian and Ameriean Fruit Com-
mission Houses.

Names and Addreues are charged 25 cents for coe
insertion, or 82.50 for one year. Advertisers free.

W1LL & JONES, 58 & 60 W. Market S. Buffalo, N.Y
W. H. SMITH, 186 and 188 King St. Eat, Toronto.
JACOB E. LEWIS, Scott St, Buffalo. N.Y.

European Houses Reoeiuing Apple8,
etc., for Sale.

tNames and addresses (with cable " addreu ." and code
lu brackete) use charged 6/for one-half year, or 10/ for
one year. Advertieera Free J. Nuanur Jouiivuat, 21
Victoria Street, Liverpoa, aathorized agent o receive
subsouiptlons and advertlsements lu England.

J. & J. ADAM & CO., Monument Building, London, Eug
.Nov lyr.

BENRY THEAKSTONE & CO., 64 Stanley Street,
Liverpool, Ecg. Mar. St.

R. FLEWITT & Co., Smithfteld Market, Manchester,
("Flewitt, Seattergood.) 12t. Jaiy.'

A. TAYLOR & SON, S Queen Sqae, Liverpool.
tstablisbed 850. (" Apricot" AnBC. Juue Lyr.

J. NUGENT JOHNSTON, 21 Victoria Street, Liver-

nEuD Co.,Eibr
"Wood" Edinburgb.)

Woodall & Co., 6 and 8 Temple Court, Liverpool,
("Wooall " Seattergood).

Established 1876.

Wikh & J0ES,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

rFtUrT & waRonDUcEx
58 0 WEST MARKET ST.

19 a in3 NICHESAN ST.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

CAR LOTS A SPEOIALTY.
Refer te Bamk et Commerce. BuffaIe, N.y.

eaNu & Co. Bradstreet, MePherun, Glmerea C.., nammton ent., P Diagman a
Ce., Toronte, Ont. Dicklasom, Nicholson& tCo.
London, ont.

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND.

Wood, Ormerod & Co.
FRUIT MERCHANTS

AND.
CoeEESuON SAIESN,

Solcld consigninents or chol eze, via Glaasqcw
or Leth. Penoni attentio en t esch shipmant,
hoice produce a speciality.

Ruvmaucm-Thie National Bank of Scotland, High St.,
9e hibrg -W. d

Oct Oô. Telograpi Addresu-Wood, Edluburgh

J.J.VIPON)& C&
Commission

AND

WHOLESALErn mSa

FRuiT

sJERCHA NTS

259 Commissioners St,
AND 2, 4 AND 6 St. FRANCOIS XAVIER STREET,

Miontreal.
Consignmen0 Soliolted.

The Old Reliable Commission Hous.

W. H. SMITH,
186 and 188 King Street East,

Toronto, Ont.
Established 21 Years at the above Address.

Consignments of Fruits and Eggs, Butter,
Poultry, eiese, Lard, Pork, etc., solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Advice of Sales
Daily. Remittance made Weekly.

REFERENCE by .permission Dominion Bank
Market Branch, and the Trade generally.

Send for Shipping Labels before the rush
commences.

JACOB E. LEWIS
Member of Produce Exchange

Wholesale Commission Merchant
addles everything in Prod4.e line, also

Shipper of all kinda of Fruits,
16É Scott Street, Elk Street Market

BUFFALO, N.Y.
Rejerences : L Bradtreet, Dun & Co, Bank of Bttato

DUOLEY a BURNS PRINTERO


